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Structural stability of Ni–Mo compounds from
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Abstract

The Ni–Mo alloy system is studied. In contrast to the existing Ni–Mo binary phase diagram that shows three stable compounds,

b-Ni4Mo, c-Ni3Mo, and d-NiMo, it is determined that d-NiMo is meta-stable at very low temperatures. It is also discovered that
two additional compounds, Ni2Mo and Ni8Mo are stable at 0K.

� 2004 Acta Materialia Inc. Published by Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

Ni-base superalloys have been extensively used for

turbine blades in aircraft engines. The continuing de-

mand for higher efficiency engines requires Ni-base

superalloys to perform at higher temperatures. One of
the key alloying elements in Ni-base superalloys is Mo.

In order to understand the effect of Mo content on the

microstructure and mechanical properties of Ni-base

superalloys, it is important that its effect on phase equil-

ibria be studied starting from the Ni–Mo binary system.

As shown in the Ni–Mo binary phase diagram (see

Fig. 1), there exist three known compounds, Ni4Mo

(<870 �C), Ni3Mo (<910 �C), and d-NiMo (<1310–
1362 �C) [1–4]. They are designated as b-Ni4Mo (D1a),
c-Ni3Mo (D0a), and d-Ni24[Ni4xMo4(5�x)]Mo12
(P212121) (hereafter referred as d-NiMo). In this work,
their stability at 0K will be studied using total energy

first-principles calculations. In addition, we will also

examine the stability of other possible ordered interme-
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tallic compounds that are not present in the existing

phase diagram. There are experimental evidences that

suggest Ni2Mo and Ni8Mo might be stable at low tem-

peratures [5,6]. For example, Mayer and Urban [7] re-

ported the observation of ordered Ni8Mo compound

(Ni8Nb-type structure) [8] and the meta-stable Ni2Mo
compound (Pt2Mo-type structure). The main objective

of this paper is to determine the stability of various com-

pounds in the Ni–Mo binary system. It is expected that

findings in this work should lead to significant changes

in the intermediate and low temperature part of the

existing Ni–Mo phase diagram.
2. Calculation procedure

In this study, we use the Vienna ab initio simulation

package (VASP) [9] with the ultrasoft pseudopotentials

and the generalized gradient approximation (GGA)

[10]. Spin polarized configurations are used for checking

the magnetism of the Ni-rich compounds. Energy cutoff

is determined by the choice of ‘‘high accuracy’’ in the
VASP, i.e., 233.1eV for Mo and 302.0eV for Ni and

Ni–Mo compounds. For the choice of k points, it is a
sevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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Fig. 1. Ni–Mo alloy phase diagram at high temperature (from Arya et al. [1]).
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common practice to keep the product between the num-

ber of k points and the number of atoms in the primitive

cell being greater than a threshold value (say 3000 or

more). In this work, 15 · 15 · 15 Monkhost k points
for the pure elements, 6 · 6 · 6 for d-NiMo, and
11 · 11 · 11 for the other compounds are employed.
With the cell shape and the internal atomic coordinates
being fully relaxed, the total energies are calculated at

seven fixed volume points near the experimental volume,

the lowest energy is found by fitting the total energy

curve with the Morse function.

In order to perform the total energy calculations, the

atomic structures have to be specified first. The primitive

cell of d-Ni24 [Ni4xMo4(5�x)]Mo12 has 56 atomic sites di-
vided into three types [11]. The first 24 sites are occupied
solely by Ni and the last 12 sites are occupied solely by

Mo. The 20 sites in the square bracket of the formula

d-Ni24[Ni4xMo4(5�x)]Mo12 can be occupied either by
Ni or Mo, which are called CN14 sites and assigned as

XI, I, III, II, and V by Shoemaker and Shoemaker

[11]. Therefore, the various occupation configurations

for d-Ni24[Ni4xMo4(5�x)]Mo12 must be considered in
the calculation. Due to the limitation on computer re-
sources, we mainly considered the cases where site XI

was occupied by Ni since for x = 1 the occupation of site

XI by Ni was found to give the lowest energy. Thirteen

sets of calculations (see Table 1) were performed in the

present study for the d-Ni24[Ni4xMo4(5�x)]Mo12 phase.
The structure of Ni8Mo is body-centered tetragonal

[7] built on the face-centered-cubic (fcc) lattice with

a ¼ 3
ffiffiffi
2

p
=2a0, b = a, and c = a0 with a0 being the fcc lat-

tice constant. The structures of other phases can be

found in the Pearson�s handbook [2], i.e., b-Ni4Mo has
the D1a structure, c-Ni3Mo has the D0a structure, and
Ni2Mo has the Pt2Mo structure. The exact atomic posi-

tions in the unit cell for D1a, D0a, and Pt2Mo structures

can be downloaded from the Navy Crystal Lattice

Structure website [12].
3. Results and discussions

Energy of formation: The energy of formation is ob-

tained as the difference between the total energy of the

selected compound and the composition weighted aver-

age total energies of the pure elements, namely pure fer-

romagnetic fcc Ni (�5.4827eV/atom) and bcc Mo

(�10.8271eV/atom). In the following the energy of for-
mation will be expressed in units of kJ per mole of atoms
(kJ/mol). The calculated 0K energies of formation are

listed in Tables 1 and 2 and plotted in Fig. 2.

The energies of formation for Ni8Mo, Ni4Mo, Ni3Mo,

and Ni2Mo from first-principles calculations are listed in

Table 2. We found that for Ni8Mo the magnetic moment

is small, 0.03 lB/atom, and all the other compounds are
non-magnetic. There exist a number of measured values

for the enthalpy of formation for the d-NiMo phase.
Spencer and Putland [13] obtained two values for the

enthalpy of formation, �1.015kJ/mol at 973K and

0.76kJ/mol at 1573K. Kubaschewski and Hoster [14]

measured another value of 0.21kJ/mol at 1472K. A lin-

ear extrapolation to 0K from these three measured data

points gives a value of about�4.0kJ/mol, which is in rea-
sonable agreement with the calculated value of �4.49kJ/
mol in the present work (Table 2). However, for these
compounds, our calculated energies of formation are

about four times lower than those estimated recently by

the thermodynamic modeling of Cui et al. [15].
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Fig. 2. Energies of formation for various compounds in the Ni–Mo

binary system. For the present calculations, s: d-NiMo (P212121
structure); ,: Ni2Mo (Pt2Mo structure); h: c-Ni3Mo (D0a structure);
�: Ni4Mo (D1a structure); n: Ni8Mo (Ni8Nb structure). For exper-

iments, m: Two points measured at 973K and 1573K by Spencer and

Putland [13]; .: Measured at 1472K by Kubaschewski and Hoster

[14]. The thick solid line shows the modeling result by Cui et al. [15].

Table 1

Considered atomic positions for d-Ni24[Ni4xMo4(5�x)]Mo12 and the
corresponding energies of formation

No Formula Ni4 clusters�s
positiona

Energy of formation

(kJ/mol)

1 Ni24[Mo20]Mo12 �3.44
2 Ni24[Ni20]Mo12 0.67

3 Ni24[Ni4Mo16]Mo12 XI �4.49
4 Ni24[Ni4Mo16]Mo12 I �2.10
5 Ni24[Ni4Mo16]Mo12 XIII �2.45
6 Ni24[Ni4Mo16]Mo12 II �1.61
7 Ni24[Ni4Mo16]Mo12 V �2.14
8 Ni24[Ni8Mo12]Mo12 XI and XIII �3.44
9 Ni24[Ni8Mo12]Mo12 XI and I �3.01
10 Ni24[Ni8Mo12]Mo12 XI and II �2.07
11 Ni24[Ni8Mo12]Mo12 XI and V �2.20
12 Ni24[Ni12Mo8]Mo12 XI, I, and XIII �2.19
13 Ni24[Ni16Mo4]Mo12 XI, I, XIII, and II �1.92
a See Shoemaker and Shoemaker [11] for the notation of atomic

positions.

Table 2

Energies of formation for Ni2Mo, Ni3Mo, Ni4Mo, and Ni8Mo

Compound Ni2Mo Ni3Mo Ni4Mo Ni8Mo

Energy(kJ/mol) �8.35 �8.54 �7.55 �4.44
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The stability of the d phase: For various configura-
tions in the P212121 structure, our calculations show that

Ni24[Ni4Mo16]Mo12 with site XI occupied by Ni has the

most negative energy of formation. However, it is meta-

stable with respect to a mixture of its two nearest neigh-

bor phases, Ni2Mo and pure Mo, at 0K. The driving

force for the decomposition of Ni24[Ni4Mo16]Mo12 into

Ni2Mo and pure Mo is 1.77kJ/mol at 0K.
The fact that d-NiMo is stable at finite temperatures
must be from entropic contributions. Entropy can be

typically separated into two contributions: the configu-

rational and the vibrational (free energy, more pre-

cisely). For the ordered Ni2Mo and pure Mo, the main

entropic contribution can be assumed to be vibrational
while for d-NiMo there is an additional configurational
contribution due to the mixing of Ni and Mo in the

CN14 sites as reported by Shoemaker and Shoemaker

[11].

As an approximation, the vibrational contribution to

the free energy can be estimated by calculating the

Debye temperatures through bulk modulus as suggested

by Slater (see Moruzzi et al. [16] and references therein).
Our calculated bulk moduli B for Mo, d-NiMo, and
Ni2Mo are 255, 235, and 226 GPa, respectively. Wang

et al. [17] generalized the model of Slater by defining

the Debye temperature as

Hk
D ¼ 1

kB

1

2m
1

r2k
o

or
r2k

oEcðrÞ
or

� �� �1=2
; ð1Þ

where kB represents Boltzmann�s constant, m the aver-
aged atomic mass, r the atomic Wigner–Seitz radii,

and Ec(r) the 0K total energy per atom as a function

of r (4p/3r3 = V, where V represents the averaged atomic
volume). With k = �1, 0, or 1, the three well-known
expressions for Grüneisen parameters can be derived

[17] from Eq. (1). We note that at the 0K equilibrium

volume, oEc(r)/or = 0, the Debye temperatures calcu-

lated by k = �1, 0, and 1 are the same. Our calculated
Debye temperatures at 0K for Mo, d-NiMo, and Ni2Mo
are 370, 384, and 388K, respectively. In the case of

k = �1, Eq. (1) will be reduced to C(rB/m)1/2, the one
used by Moruzzi et al. [16]. The vibrational free energy

can then be expressed in term of Hk
D by [16,17]

F ðV ; T Þ ¼ EcðrÞ þ
9

8
kBH

k
DðrÞ � kBT fD½Hk

DðrÞ=T 	

� 3 ln½1� eHk
DðrÞ=T 	g; ð2Þ

where D(x) is the Debye function [16,17]. It should be

noted that with the increasing temperature, the thermal

expansion induced by Eq. (2) makes oEc(r)/or5 0,

which results in small differences for the Debye temper-

atures by Eq. (1) with respect to different choice of k.
For simplicity, we use k = 0 in this work. We found that
all three phases have a very similar vibrational free en-

ergy change as a function of temperature (different

choice of k does not affect this conclusion).
Assuming an ideal mixing of Ni and Mo in the CN14

sites for d-NiMo, the configurational entropy of forma-
tion for d-NiMo (DSmix) is [18]:

DSmix ¼ �R½y ln y þ ð1� yÞ lnð1� yÞ	; ð3Þ
where R is the gas constant, and y the site fraction of Ni

on the CN14 sites in d-NiMo. For y = 4/20 = 0.2 with
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the lowest energy of formation, the contribution to the

Gibbs energy due to the random mixing, �TDSmix,
would offset the driving force for d-NiMo to decompose
and make d-NiMo stable at temperatures higher than
426K.

Structure of the d phase: The assignment of ortho-
rhombic P212121 by Shoemaker and Shoemaker [11] sev-

eral decades ago is commonly accepted [1]. However, the

more recent work by Jin et al. [19] suggested a tetragonal

P4/mmm structure. In our calculation we started with

the P212121 structure, but relaxed both the shape of

the cell and the internal coordinates. We derived a =

0.9104nm, b = 0.9106nm, and c = 0.8899nm. This is in

excellent agreement with those given by Shoemaker
and Shoemaker, a = b = 0.9108 ± 0.0005nm and

c = 0.8852 ± 0.0005nm. It should be pointed out that

although our calculations indeed show a5b, the differ-

ence is only 0.0002nm which is well within the experi-

mental uncertainty of 0.0005nm.

The stability of Ni3Mo, Ni4Mo, Ni2Mo and Ni8Mo:

Ni3Mo and Ni4Mo are two of the commonly observed

phases in the Ni–Mo high temperature phase diagram.
Our first-principles calculations confirm that they are

also stable at 0K. However, for Ni2Mo and Ni8Mo,

although they are not in the existing phase diagram, they

are found to be stable in the first-principles calculations

at 0K, indicating that they are stable at low tempera-

tures. Ni8Mo has the Ni8Nb structure while Ni2Mo

has the Pt2Mo structure. There have been conflicting

experimental evidences on the existence of Ni2Mo at rel-
atively high temperatures. For example, the alloy 76Ni–

13Al–9Mo–2Ta aged at 1033K by Pearson et al. [5]

showed evidence for the existence of the compound

Ni2Mo, whereas the experimental determination of the

phase equilibrium by Heijwegen et al. [20] indicated that

there was no Ni2Mo phase at 1073K. There also exists

experimental evidence that Ni8Mo might be stable.

For example, Mayer and Urban [7] even provided a crit-
ical temperature 555 ± 10K for its stability through a

high-voltage electron microscope observations. Our

first-principles calculations thus confirmed that both

Ni2Mo and Ni8Mo are stable compounds in the Ni–

Mo system.
4. Summary

The structural stabilities of five intermetallic phases,

i.e., Ni8Mo, b-Ni4Mo, c-Ni3Mo, Ni2Mo, and d-Ni24-
[Ni4xMo4(5�x)]Mo12 (0 6 x 6 5) in the Ni–Mo binary

system are studied by calculating their total energies at

0K using first-principles calculations. It is found that
the d phase is meta-stable at 0K. It is also found that
there should exist additional compounds, Ni2Mo and

Ni8Mo, in the system. The findings in this work will

be incorporated in future thermodynamic modeling of

the system and are expected to lead to major changes

in the Ni–Mo binary phase diagram.
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